
IntroductIon:

Momentum: Forward motion fueled by a series of wins

I. three components of Sustained Momentum:

, , .

A. New

1. New  momentum.

2. Anything new, by definition, generates some kind of momentum.

3. The momentum can be positive or negative.

• Negative Event - Negative Momentum— 

• Negative Event - Positive Momentum— 

 TIP: Negative circumstances are the fertile soil for a burst of positive momentum.

• Positive Event - Positive Momentum—New Sports Franchise

4. Organizational momentum is often triggered by one of three things.

a. New 

b. New 

c. New 

5. Implication: When evaluating an organization or program that lacks momentum, ask, 

“Do we need a new leader, a new direction, or a new product? Or do we need some 

combination of the three?”

6. Momentum is never triggered by tweaking something . It is 

triggered by introducing something .

Warning: New does not guarantee sustained momentum. But new is an essential trigger for 

momentum.



B. Improved

1. The new must be a  improvement over the old.

2. When evaluating a new option, ask, “Is this a significant improvement over what we 

had before?”

Warning: Even a significant improvement has a shelf life.

C. Improving

1.  Momentum is sustained through  improvement.

2. Continuous improvement requires  evaluation.

3. Continuous improvement requires  evaluation.

4. Continuous improvement requires that nothing and nobody be off limits.

II. Applying “new and Improved” to the World of Ministry

A. New

1.  New  4. New 

2. New   5. New 

3. New  6. New 

B. Improving

1. Look for ways to upgrade your .

2. Visit other .

3. Attend other .

III. Momentum Stoppers

A. Disengaged 

B. Overactive 

C. 

TIP: You rarely regain momentum by simply doing what you did to create it in the first place.

D. 

E. A breach of 

conclusion:



Which of the three components of sustained momentum (new, improved, improving) do 1. 

you need to first implement into your organization or program? Which component will 

give the most return to your organization or ministry based on its current state? 

If your organization is currently lacking momentum do you need a new leader, a new 2. 

product, a new direction or some combination of the three?  If you are working through 

these questions as a team each team member should choose an answer and defend their 

answer in discussion.

If we sustain momentum through continuous improvement then our evaluation process is 3. 

critical.  What is your team’s evaluation process?  How do you evaluate your department, 

staff, and products or programs?  If you don’t have an evaluation process then now is a 

good time to develop one with your team.  Make sure you watch Andy’s further perspective 

segment from the DVD for insight into how evaluations are accomplished at North Point.  

When discussing “new and improved” Andy spends a good bit of time on the seasonal-4. 

ity of ministry, program, and products.  Are there currently elements of your organization 

which could find momentum from a temporary shutdown? 

Which of the five provided momentum stoppers is your team most susceptible to?  How 5. 

can you safeguard against this momentum stopper? 



IntroductIon:

I. Whereas programming begins as an answer to a question, over time it becomes part of 

organizational .

A. As culture changes, many of the questions remain the same, but the answers .

B. The tendency is to institutionalize our answers.

C. If we institutionalize an answer, the day will come when it is no longer an .

II. We must continue to be more committed to our mission than to our  

or our model.

A. Over time, sustaining the model can become the .

B. Over time, the model can work  the mission.

III. Points of discussion

A. What have we fallen in love with that’s really not as effective as it used to be?

B. Where are we manufacturing energy?

“If we got kicked out and the board brought in a new CEO, what would he or she do? 

Why shouldn’t we walk out the door, come back in, and do it ourselves?” - Only the 

Paranoid Survive by Andy Grove

C. What are our organizational ?

Leaders must bring the underlying assumptions that drive company strategy into line with 

changes in the external environment.



The assumptions a team has held the longest or the most deeply are the likeliest to be its undo-

ing. Some beliefs have come to appear so obvious that they are off limits for debate.

1. What do we assume about people and how to reach them?

2. What do we assume programmatically?

3. Which assumptions are false?

4. Which assumptions are true, but not fully leveraged?

conclusion:



Andy tells us that programming was designed to answer a specific question or address 1. 

a specific need.  When you think of your organization what are a couple of areas that at 

one time answered a specific question but no longer do?  

Is it possible that you have become more committed to your model than your mission?  If 2. 

you have your mission in writing read it aloud.  Is this still what you are most committed 

to? Discuss with your team.    

Often we think we are committed to the mission when in actuality we are confusing the 3. 

model with the mission. What kind of guardrails can you establish to make sure the model 

doesn’t become the mission?  

Are there people within your organization who are quality contributors to the team but 4. 

are holding on to an old couch?  Think through how you might be able to remove the 

couch without losing the team member? 

Andy provides us with several questions to ask in order to evaluate our assumptions.  Use 5. 

these questions as a launching point to develop evaluating questions for your organiza-

tion.  If you are working with a team have the individual members develop the questions 

on their own and then answer and discuss as a team.



Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing 

of your mind. —Romans 12:2

1) tHInK dIFFErEntLY ABout Your cHurcH .

• Our people won’t .

• We haven’t  them to .

2) tHInK dIFFErEntLY ABout .

• We have to do  to reach more.

• We can reach more by doing .

3) tHInK dIFFErEntLY ABout tHE .

• We can’t hurt someone’s .

• We can’t allow someone to hold back the  of the church.

4) tHInK dIFFErEntLY ABout PEoPLE  tHE cHurcH.

• We can’t let anyone .

• We can  when people leave.

5) tHInK dIFFErEntLY ABout .

• We  because we don’t.

• We  because we don’t.



tHrEE ASSIGnMEntS

1) Find someone one or two steps ahead of you and learn how they .

 Most want to learn what they —not how they .

2) Identify one  mindset and ask God to renew your mind with 

.

3) Identify one  decision you’ve been avoiding and commit to make 

the decision no matter what the short-term .



Are there areas of your organization where the team has gotten in a rut and momentum 1. 

has been lost?  Craig tells us in his introduction that it is imperative we are able to discern 

between when a minor tweak and when a mindset change is needed.  Take a moment to 

reflect on the specific barriers you are facing and whether a tweak or shift in mindset is 

needed? Discuss.  

When looking at programming, LifeChurch was surprised to find that as the number of 2. 

programs increased their impact decreased.   Think through your organization’s mission 

and purpose – Are all of your programs or offerings tied directly to your mission?  If not, 

are there programs that need to be eliminated in order to stay on mission?  

Are there tough conversations that you need to have with people who are holding back 3. 

the mission of your organization?  Prepare for the conversation by praying and thinking 

through how you can make the conversation a positive growing experience for the orga-

nization and the person involved.  Determine an exact date and time for the conversation 

and hold yourself to it.  

In what ways have you been placing false limitations on your organization?  How can you 4. 

turn these perceived limitations into breeding grounds for creative innovation?  Hold a 

brainstorm with your team where you have a 30 minute “brain dump” of organizational 

limitations followed by an hour long brainstorm on innovative mindset changes for these 

limitations.

Craig challenges us with three assignments to bust through our barriers.  One of those 5. 

being to find a mentor and learn how they think.  Identify someone within your sphere 

who could serve as a potential mentor and invite them to lunch.  Spend time thinking 

through 5-6 quality questions you will ask to help learn not just what they do but how 

they think.  



43 Laban answered Jacob, “The women are my daughters, the children are my children, and the 

flocks are my flocks. All you see is mine. Yet what can I do today about these daughters of mine, 

or about the children they have borne? 44 Come now, let’s make a covenant, you and I, and let it 

serve as a witness between us.” —Gen 31:43-44

I WILL do  WHAt I cAn do,

to EnABLE ME to do .

WHAt I cAn’t do .

Four tHInGS to do todAY

1) do SoMEtHInG to dEFEAt Your  SIdE.

My leadership dark side is .

2) crEAtE  MInIStrY dEAdLInES.

Artificial deadlines force you to:

• Make faster .

• Intentionally .

• Disregard  activities.

3) dELEGAtE WHAt  ELSE cAn do.

• Don’t delegate . Delegate .

• Delegating responsibilities creates .

• Delegating authority creates .



4) do SoMEtHInG onLY  cAn do.

1. You’re the only one who can  for yourself.

• Care for yourself with  activities.

• Care for yourself by taking .

• Care for yourself by spending time with .

• Care for yourself by right  and .

2. You’re the only one who can  your ministry.

3. You’re the only one who can do something that  honors Christ 

to you.

4. You’re the only one who can be a  to your wife or 

 to your kids.



Did you find yourself experiencing conviction by this message from Craig? Is the way you 1. 

are doing the work of God destroying the work of God in you?

Are you able to identify your dark side?  What struggle of yours came to mind when Craig 2. 

was discussing his dark side?  More than likely this is your dark side.  Have you shared 

your struggles with a close confidant or counselor?  What immediate steps do you need 

to take to defeat your dark side?  It could very well be that God wants to turn your dark 

side into the strength of your leadership.

What artificial deadlines do you need to put in your schedule in order to create margin 3. 

and enable you to focus on what’s most important?

Are there areas in your organization where you have only been delegating responsibility 4. 

and it’s time to delegate authority?  Do you trust your people enough to release them in 

this capacity?

What is one thing you need to implement into your routine that “only you can do”?  Sab-5. 

bath? Change in diet? Date night? Scheduled time with kids? Determine what your “one 

thing” is and implement it this week.  


